HAMPSHIRE COUNTY AMATEUR SWIMMING ASSOCIATION
SWIMMING CHAMPIONSHIPS CONDITIONS 2018
SIGNIFICANT CHANGES TO CONDITIONS

Condition Explanation of Proposed Change
1.1 etc.

References to the ASA replaced by Swim England, except for reference to ASA
Law.

1.3

Definition of “competition web site”

2.1.1

The objective is to ensure that swimmers do not compete in the
championships of 2 counties in the same year.

2.1.4

Change of definition of Junior from 15 & Under to 16 & Under. Applies only to
team events in these championships.

3.1

Reference to Open and Junior removed.
Reference to 16/Over removed.

4.1

No longer any allowance for entries other than online entries.

4.2

This introduced to clarify
1. Individual entries are not accepted, although clubs may ask individuals
to submit their own entries, but the club needs to submit the
declaration sheet.
2. Clarifies the reason for the club declaration sheet.

4.3

Yellow/card red/card system for entry declaration sheets. Some clubs failed
to submit declarations at all in 2017. This will not be acceptable in 2018.

4.4

Clarification of date for submission of payment of fees.

4.5

All late entries must achieve the automatic QT.

4.7

Reworded and expanded.

4.8

Addition of statement that all times will be validated against rankings and
provision of 48 hours to provide corrections to invalid times. (This is what we
actually did in 2017).

4.9

Clarification of how we determine which entries to accept.

4.12

Addition of sex to list of team swimmers.

4.13

Clarification of implication of having more changes to team declarations than
can be recorded in the meet management system.

4.14

Reminder that all outstanding payments must have been made.

5.1

Change in timing for publication of accepted/rejected entries on the web site.

5.2

Remove provision for correction of incorrect entries after the closing date
(other than as a result of rankings mismatch).

6.1

Withdrawals by e-mail and phone will not be accepted.

6.2

This is to prevent swimmers who have withdrawn changing their mind.

6.3

Minor change. All heats to be spearheaded.

6.4

Provision to handle an unexpected high number of entries.

6.6

Simplification of deadline for withdrawal from finals.

6.7

Swim-offs only for final place in final and for 1st reserve.

6.9

Explicit reference to requirement for all finalists and reserves to report to the
competitors’ stewards.

7.

New condition .. mirrors same condition for Region Championships

9.3

Gives us the right to swim short course if there is a problem with the boom at
Mountbatten

9.4

Required by region licensing panel.

10.3

IPC is now Para Swimming

